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Aromas of classic rose petal, brown spices, caraway, and smoked meat. A malted, nutty richness... gives this a real sense of depth to match its creamy texture... remarkably buoyant and dry-tasting finish... Worth following and will doubtless taste even more impressive when it is released. – D.S.

Dry and sleek, with a thread of mineral salinity running through rich flavors of almond, beeswax, dried apricot, lemon zest, smoke and spice. This subtle white offers focused acidity and a lingering finish that echoes its minerality. – A.N.

Dense but light on its feet, lifted by lovely inner-mouth floral character and good acid cut. Highly concentrated, gripping gewurztraminer, with a silky texture and an impression of strong dry extract. Finishes with terrific grip and persistence. – S.T.